LumenMax LED Light Sheets

Part numbers: XXXX-2835-YYYY-14x7

A SHEET OF LEDS

LumenMax LED Light Sheet are extremely bright, thin, and requires no heat sinks. They are revolutionizing light box depths, materials and shapes. Designers are using LED Light Sheets as the centerpiece for their new product strategies. This innovative design reduces installation time and costs due to the ease of trimming and tiling LED Light Sheets together to create endless possibilities.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

LumenMax LED Light Sheets can be trimmed in seconds along the perforated cut marks. Apply the sheet to a flat surface using the 3M adhesive on the back. Create innovative designs and unique lighting solutions in seconds. The high density of smaller LEDs allows LED Light Sheet to be mounted close to the diffuser without creating any hot or dark spots.

FEATURES

- Can be cut in one direction and tiled
- No heat sink required
- Can be mounted using the 3M adhesive on the back
- UL/CUL Listed
- LM79 Tested
- High performance (~100 lumens/watt)
- Durable